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Introduction To WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup).
The following extract is taken from the Wi-Fi Alliance website;
“Wi-Fi Protected Setup™ is an optional certification program from the Wi-Fi Alliance that is
designed to ease the task of setting up and configuring security on wireless local area
networks. Introduced by the Wi-Fi Alliance in early 2007, the program provides an industrywide set of network setup solutions for homes and small office (SOHO) environments.
Wi-Fi Protected Setup enables typical users who possess little understanding of traditional
Wi-Fi configuration and security settings to automatically configure new wireless networks,
add new devices and enable security. More than 200 products have been Wi-Fi
CERTIFIED™ for Wi-Fi Protected Setup since the program was launched in January 2007.”
Source: http://www.wi-fi.org/knowledge-center/articles/wi-fi-protected-setup%E2%84%A2
In simple terms, it has been created to allow non-IT users to easily connect wireless devices
to a secure wireless network. Whilst this should be applauded, the design is flawed (can be
brute force attacked) and the implementation of this ‘standard’ varies greatly from device to
device. It should be noted that WPS is typically a feature found in residential devices (home
user ADSL routers for example) and is NOT implemented in enterprise class access-points
such as Cisco (I understand Linksys is a division of Cisco, however Linksys is more
focussed on residential user devices).

How Does WPS Work?
There are a few different ways that a user can connect using WPS. This tutorial focuses on
the ‘PIN – External Registrar’ method. In simple terms, when a user tries to connect to a
WPS-enabled wireless network they will need to enter an 8-digit PIN which is typically found
as a label on the wireless gateway, as shown in Screenshot 1.
Screenshot 1 – WPS 8-digit PIN on a wireless gateway
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If this PIN is correctly entered by the wireless user, the wireless gateway will basically supply
the WPA/WPA2 PSK to the client. At this point, the wireless client can connect to the
wireless network using the provisioned PSK.

How Can It Be Compromised?
Given that there are 8 digits for the PIN, you would assume that there are a possible
10,000,0000 combinations (108). Now this would take a long time to brute force....  But
wait, they don’t use all 8 digits in a straightforward manner.....
What actually happens, is that WPS effectively checks each half of the 8-digit PIN
separately. That’s right, it will check the first 4 digits first, if they are correct the second 4
digits are checked. This reduces the number of possible combinations to 20,000 (104 + 104 =
20,0000). This is more manageable, but wait there is more! The final digit of the 8-digit PIN is used as
a checksum, therefore the total number of possible combinations is 11,000 (104 + 103 = 11,000).
Excellent, now this is manageable. We now need a piece of software that will connect to the wireless
gateway and try all the PIN combinations (up to a maximum of 11,000). When we ‘guess’ the correct
8-digit PIN, the wireless gateway will tell us what the PSK is! For this attack we will use the Reaver
package.

Executing The Reaver Attack.
The first task is to install Reaver to the OG150 USB memory. To do this, enter the commands shown
in Screenshot 2 (inside the red rectangles). Please note: The OG150 will need to be connected to a
network with Internet access for it to be able to download any software packages.
Screenshot 2 – Install Reaver to the OG150

Next, you will need to create the Reaver directory as shown in Screenshot 3.
Screenshot 3 – Create Reaver directory
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You now need to configure the OG150 wireless interface as follows;
1. Create a wireless monitoring interface (typically called mon0). This interface is used
by Reaver.
2. Disable the wireless interface (the wireless monitoring interface remains active).
The two commands to set this up can be seen in Screenshot 4.
Screenshot 4 – Configure the OG150 wireless interface for Reaver

The following demonstration will use Reaver to ‘learn’ the WPA2 PSK of my Linksys
WAG54G2 home router. This router is running software version 1.00.10 which, although old,
is commonly used. Please note: I have not tried newer software to see if the WPS
implementation has been fixed.
The Linksys router has a default factory configuration, with the SSID set to ‘linksys’. The only
configuration parameter I have changed is to enable WPA2 Personal mode and set the PSK
to ‘superhardpsk’ (worryingly, the default configuration had the wireless SSID set to ‘open
authentication’ ). Screenshot 5 shows the Linksys wireless configuration.
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Screenshot 5 – Linksys WAG54G2 Configuration

Let’s start! There is a very useful utility built into Reaver called ‘wash’. ‘Wash’ will basically
listen for wireless traffic and display any networks that it hears that are using WPS. This
allows you to focus the attack against WPS-enabled devices  In Screenshot 6 you can see
that my ‘linksys’ SSID has been detected and is using WPS – great start!
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Screenshot 6 – Use ‘wash’ to display WPS-enabled wireless networks

Next, let’s try Reaver against the ‘linksys’ SSID and see if it cracks the WPA2 PSK! The
Reaver attack is displayed in Screenshot 7. The ‘-b 00:22:6B:E2:9D:20’ parameter is telling
Reaver the BSSID to attack (learned from ‘wash’ in Screenshot 6). The ‘-c 11’ parameter
tells Reaver the wireless channel to launch the attack on (this was also learned from ‘wash’
in Screenshot 6). Please note: If the channel is not specified Reaver will attempt to associate
to the SSID on each channel until it finds the correct one. Finally, the ‘-vv’ parameter
instructs Reaver to display ‘very verbose’ messages during the attack.
Screenshot 7 – Execute the Reaver attack!

Wow! Reaver cracked the PIN and subsequently learned the WPA2 PSK in 4 seconds!!
What is interesting is that Reaver tries commonly used PINs first. It looks like my Linksys
wireless router uses a commonly used PIN, which was the first one that Reaver tried. What
is also interesting is that the Linksys router cannot disable WPS – it is always on.
Furthermore, the actual WPS PIN on the bottom of the Linksys router says 14636158 which
is different to the actual WPS PIN successfully cracked by Reaver (12345670). I even tried
to test the WPS PIN 14636158 using Reaver and it failed, so I concluded that this was a
software bug.
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Final Conclusions.
After researching and testing this attack I have drawn the following conclusions;









This attack affects both WPA and WPA2 Personal Mode (PSKs) with WPS enabled.
It does not matter how complex the PSK is, once the WPS PIN is cracked the PSK
will be displayed, irrespective of whether this is 8 characters long or 63 characters
long!
On some devices you CANNOT disable WPS.
On some devices, the WPS PIN printed on the router is wrong – default PINs are
used instead.
Some devices with newer software will lock you out after a number of incorrect PIN
guesses. This slows down the Reaver attack.
Given enough time, Reaver WILL crack the WPS PIN code if it is enabled. The time it
takes to do this varies greatly – it can take 24 hours.
Older WPS implementations may use common WPS PIN combinations that will be
cracked quickly.

I intend to test a sample of other hardware models with different software versions. I will
update this tutorial with my findings – check back soon!
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